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1.

INTRODUCTION

Visual blends are an advanced graphic design technique to draw attention to a message [Barry 2016].
They combine two objects in a way that is novel and useful in conveying a message symbolically. This
paper presents VisiBlends, a flexible workflow for creating visual blends that follows the iterative
design process [Norman 2002]. We introduce a design pattern for blending symbols based on principles
of human visual object recognition [Sternberg 2011]. The workflow decomposes the process into both
computational techniques and human microtasks. It allows users to collaboratively generate visual
blends with steps involving brainstorming, synthesis, and iteration. An evaluation of the workflow
shows that decentralized groups can generate blends in independent microtasks, co-located groups can
collaboratively make visual blends for their own messages, and VisiBlends improves novices’ ability to
make visual blends by a factor of ten.

1.1

Approach: Design patterns to scaffold collaborative creation

Visual blends pose a challenging design problem because the designer must find two symbolic objects that satisfy conflicting goals - the
two objects must be blended into one object, yet
still be individually identifiable. Although there
is no simple formula for solving design problems,
many can be scaffolded around design patterns abstract structure that specifies typical relationships between elements of the solution. [Alexander et al. 1977; Gamma et al. 1995; Duyne et al.
2002; Merrell et al. 2011; Agrawala and Stolte
2001; Agrawala et al. 2011; Sauppé and Mutlu
2014; Yu et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2015].
We introduce a design pattern for making visual blends: blends must combine two objects
that have the same main shape (the Starbucks
logo and sun are both mainly circles), but one
object has identifying parts outside of the shape
(the sun has rays outside the circle). See Figure
1. This shape-based constraint guides users in
finding symbolic objects, and allows the system
to automatically synthesize prototypes that combine contributions from multiple users.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the VisiBlends workflow to create a
visual blend for the concepts Starbucks and summer.
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Fig. 2. Blends produced for the 5 messages in Study 2, with aesthetic improvements done by the users.

1.2

VisiBlends Workflow

VisiBlends is a flexible workflow that uses a hybrid of human intelligence and computational techniques to create visual blends. The workflow scaffolds the design process with separate interfaces for
each type of microtask: brainstorming, annotation, and evaluation. The workflow is implemented as a
website where each type of microtask is contained on its own page.
To enable collaboration, users’ contributions are synchronized to each other in real time. To be flexible, users are allowed to move between the tasks and see others’ work [Zhang et al. 2012]. Traditional
workflows are more rigid [Little et al. 2010; Bernstein et al. 2010; Chilton et al. 2013]— they assign
tasks to workers and do not allow users access all the data. By allowing access to data in a structured
fashion, VisiBlends allows users to adapt to emerging constraints [Chilton et al. 2014].
The input to the workflow are two concepts such as Starbucks and summer, and the output of the
workflow is one or more visual blends that synthesize two images together based on their shared shape
(such as the Starbucks logo placed in the sun). Figure 1 contains an illustration of the workflow. In the
first 3 steps, people brainstorm associations with each concept, find simple iconic images that represent
it, and annotate the main shape within the image. Next, the matching and blending algorithm finds
all pairs of objects that can be blended and synthesizes a prototype of the blend. People evaluate
whether the prototype meets the requirements of the blend. If not, users can iterate to find more
images that address the problems in the blends or improve the aesthetics of the blend. The system
outputs a prototype, which is sometimes ready to use right away, but often a small amount of editing
can increase the aesthetic quality of the blend.
1.3

Evaluation

Decomposing a creative task into independent microtasks is notoriously difficult [Retelny et al. 2017].
To validate the task decomposition in the VisiBlends workflow, we test it on three populations: decentralized workers, co-located groups, and individuals. We address the following research questions:
1. Decentralized collaboration: Can users create blends in independent steps with no central planner or coordinator? We ran a study where each person did one step of the workflow for randomly generated concept pairs like autumn + bicycle or New York City + fashion. In initial attempts, we only
trained workers on the step they were assigned to. This failed to result in blends because workers
were confused about how to select images and selected overly complex images that were hard to blend.
However, when we trained workers on the entire workflow, they found simpler objects because they
understood that simpler objects were easier to blend. They did much better at their individual tasks
because they were able to better anticipate how their choices would affect later stages of the workflow.
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Any decomposition of a problem will leave gaps between the steps - no matter how good the instructions are. This will lead to errors that accumulate later in the pipeline. If people are aware of the
overall workflow, they can reason about the effects downstream and make better local decisions.
2. Group collaboration for messages: Can co-located teams effectively collaborate to create blends
for their own messages? We selected 5 student groups with messages they wanted to convey: a public
service announcement (PSA) “Washing your hands is smart”, an ad: “Joe’s Coffee is open late”, a news
article: “Football is dangerous”, and two announcement “Panel discussion: Women in CS”, and “Philosophy Department’s Holiday Celebration”. Figure 2 contains the outputs. Minor aesthetic edits to the
blends were done by the users in PowerPoint.
The groups were co-located and used VisiBlends to scaffold their work and synchronise their images,
annotations, and blends in real time. We found that the tool facilitated collaboration by automatically
synthesizing surprising blends combining work from multiple users. For example one person’s coffee
cup image was automatically blended with another persons’s galaxy image based on a shared ellipse
shape. Groups noted that iteration was useful to improve every blend. The original images blended
could always be improved to have a better color, style, or shape fit.
3. Individual novices: Does VisiBlends help
novices create more successful blends than their
innate process? We ran a study where 13 people
with no graphic design experience made blends
with and without VisiBlends. They were asked to
make as many blends as they could in 5 minutes.
They did this three time for three different concept pairs, like New York City + night and bicycle
+ smart (Figure 3).
For participants who started without VisiBlends, they made on average 0.56 blends per
concept pair without VisiBlends and they made
5.56 blends per concept pair with VisiBlends
(t(18)=4.88, p<0.001). This is a 10-fold improvement in their ability to make blends. However,
it could be biased by a warm-up effect. For participants who saw VisiBlends first, they made
on average 5.67 blends per concept pair with
VisiBlends, and an average of only 0.67 blends
per concept pair without it (t(21)=5.84, p<0.001). Fig. 3. Examples of images made with and without VisiBlends
Thus, using VisiBlends has a large and signif- for New York City + night and bicycle + smart. The images made
icant effect on performance in both conditions, without the system are not visual blends.
demonstrating the utility of the system beyond
just having knowledge of the process.
Even for individual users, the VisiBlends system is valuable because it scaffolds the iterative design
process and helps them meet multiple constraints. Without the system, users focus on one constraint,
like finding good symbols, but sacrifice the other constraints like shape fit by forcing the images together 3. Additionally, the system saves time by reusing images across designs and mocking up blends
automatically. This helps users prototype more designs.
In conclusion, flexible workflows structured around a design pattern can help people collaboratively
solve a creative problem. The design pattern is useful in automatically synthesizing individual contributions; the flexible workflow allows users to see all contributions and iterate towards better results.
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